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Abstract: This paper analyzes the lift-production system in hovering of the flapping wing robot
COLIBRI of the size of a hummingbird. The paper first examines the flapping wing mechanism for
which a new gear transmission is proposed to reduce the friction and facilitate the assembly. Next,
a sensitivity analysis is performed on the wing size. Then, the paper discusses several options for
the gearbox, various DC motors and two battery configurations (a single battery or two batteries in
series) to minimize the heat generation and increase the flight time. The configuration involving
two batteries has been found more effective. The flight time is predicted using Shepherd’s discharge
model and it is confirmed by an experiment. The robot sustains an endurance of nearly 5 min to
produce a lift force equal to the weight of the robot.

Keywords: robotic hummingbird; flapping wings; hovering mechanism; DC motor; Li-polymer
battery; flight time

1. Introduction

In recent years, several robotic projects have been developed that attempt to mimic
the flight of a large hummingbird [1–3], with a span and weight around 20 cm and 20 gr.
Although far from being as sophisticated as natural hummingbirds, these projects include
some of their features: two wings, tailless, active stabilization by manipulating the wing
camber; their weight penalty compared with natural hummingbirds of the same size is
still significant, but they show clearly the feasibility of a robotic hummingbird in a not-too-
distant future, which could open the road to unprecedented flight agility. If one excepts
the nano-hummingbird [1] developed by AeroVironment with a generous Darpa funding,
these projects have been pursued in an academic environment, using commercial low-cost
components (mostly from toys). They result from a long struggle of the researchers with a
multidisciplinary problem involving unsteady aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, mechanism
and control, and often necessitating to develop dedicated testing devices.

Our project, named COLIBRI (Figure 1) started in 2011 and has been pursued continu-
ously with modest internal funding [3–6] (the nature of our project failed to attract private
or public funding for lack of clearly identified short-term applications). For a video, see [7].

A problem common to all existing projects is the limited flight time, from a few
minutes for the nano-hummingbird [1] to less than one minute for the COLIBRI [5], because
of overheating of the main motor actuating the flapping mechanism. By comparison, the
Black Hornet, a rotorcraft of similar size, has a flight autonomy of 25 min. The main problem
is the overweight of the robot. In a recent study, the Konkuk university team succeeded
in reducing the weight of their robot to 15.8 gr, allowing the extension of the flight time
to almost 9 min [8]. This was achieved by extending the wing area, flapping at lower
frequency and using a battery of 3.7 V.
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The aim of this paper is to re-analyze the complete lift-production system of the
flapping wing robot, i.e., the flapping mechanism, the flapping wing aerodynamics, the
gearbox, the DC motor and the battery, and find out how the various subsystems may
be combined to achieve the design goals. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the recent improvements brought to the flapping mechanism to reduce the friction
and simplify its construction. Section 3 studies the aerodynamic performance of wings
of various sizes and shapes, including trailing edge serration. Section 4 is devoted to
the battery; two options are considered: a single battery of 3.7 V and two batteries in
series leading to 7.4 V. Section 5 considers several low-cost DC motors. Section 6 combines
the four subsystems together and evaluates the performance of various configurations.
Section 7 uses the battery discharge curves to evaluate the flight time and reports on an
endurance test. Section 8 considers the power-to-lift ratio. The conclusions are given in
Section 9.

Wing Drive Mechanism

Flight Control Board

Control Mechanism

Lithium Battery

Figure 1. The COLIBRI robot.

2. Flapping Mechanism

The wings of the COLIBRI robot consist of stiffened membranes attached by two
sleeves to the leading-edge bar (for flapping) and to the root edge bar for control [3,6].
The flapping is obtained by rotating the leading-edge bar harmonically in the flapping
plane, about the shoulder hinge (there is only one kinematic degree of freedom). The
wing drive mechanism transforms the continuous rotation of the gearbox output θ into the
flapping motion ψ. The large flapping amplitude is achieved in two steps: the first stage is
a slider crank mechanism which transforms the continuous output of the gearbox, θ, into a
reciprocating motion φ of moderate amplitude of the central wheel (Figure 2). The second
stage amplifies the rotating motion from φ to the flapping angle ψ. In the previous design,
the second stage was implemented with a string transmission, following [9]. However, the
string mechanism has a few drawbacks: it is difficult to tune during the assembly, the right
and left flapping angles are sensitive to tolerances on the diameter of the shoulder pulley,
and the prestresses due to the tension in the string increase the friction in the mechanism.
The problems were solved by replacing the string transmission by a gear transmission
which, in addition to removing the drawbacks mentioned above, can be easily lubricated;
however, it is slightly heavier. Figure 3 shows an exploded view of the flapping mechanism
with a gear transmission.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the transmission mechanism of the COLIBRI robot. Top: string transmission.
Bottom: gear transmission.

Even though the flapping mechanism has a single degree of freedom, aerodynamic
tests reported in [6] showed that the wing aerodynamics is very complex, and the mem-
brane wings exhibit a strong aeroelastic behavior; in particular, the out of plane flexibility
of the leading-edge bar plays a significant role. The best performances were achieved with
a carbon bar of 0.7 mm.

Central gear
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clamp

Flapping
frame
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hinge

Gear box

Shoulder pulley
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Control bar
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Figure 3. Exploded view of the flapping mechanism with gear transmission of the COLIBRI robot.
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3. Aerodynamic Performances

Figure 4 shows a set of wings of various sizes. Figure 4a is the nominal one which
has been used earlier in this project (it is the result of extensive experimental studies [3]);
the other three are slightly longer or shorter; the nominal wing is represented in dotted
lines in every figure. The experiments reported below differ only by the wings (the same
mechanism, the same motor (M1 in Table 3) and the same gearbox (G = 28.9) are used for
all the experiments). The purpose is to study the sensitivity of the performances to the
wing size.

(a) (b)

β=16
o

(c) (d)
ββ β

81

7176

88

ββ

Figure 4. Wings of various sizes, (a) 81 mm (nominal), (b) 88 mm, (c) 76 mm, (d) 71 mm. The nominal
wing is represented in dotted lines.

The experimental results are reported in Figure 5 which shows the evolution of the
lift with the flapping frequency. As expected, a large wing produces more lift for the same
flapping frequency, or they will flap at a lower frequency to achieve the same lift (we
will return to this later in the design). Figure 6 shows the mechanical power at the motor
output Pm = τωm (it includes the power needed to generate the lift L and to overcome the
friction in the motor, gearbox and transmission). Unlike the lift, there are no significant
differences between the various wings, particularly in the range 20 gr< L <25 gr which
is the most interesting part of the curves. In this range, the experimental data do not
support the statement that “a given mass will be supported with less power by using a
longer wing length and lower wing beat frequency” [10]. The specific mechanical power
is around 135 W/kg, much below the value of 170 W/kg obtained earlier with a string
transmission [6]. This value may be compared with the mass-specific power of ∼100 W/kg
predicted in Figure 6 of [10] for a wing length of 80 mm and a flapping frequency of 20 Hz.
The mass-specific power data indicate that the gear transmission is more efficient than the
string transmission.
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Flapping Frequency [Hz]

Figure 5. Lift L vs. flapping frequency f for the various wings of Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Mechanical power Pm vs. lift L for the wings of Figure 4.

A trailing edge serration similar to that of natural hummingbirds has also been
tested (Figure 7). The lift versus flapping frequency curves are shown in Figure 8 and the
mechanical power versus lift is presented in Figure 9. No significant difference is observed
in the mechanical power necessary to achieve a given lift; as in the previous case, the only
difference is that the lift is obtained for a lower frequency when the wing area is larger.
These wing shapes have not been studied further.

(a)

(c)
β=16

o (b) β

8181

Figure 7. Wings with trailing edge serration. (a) Hummingbird Chlorostilbon canivetii (source:
Wikipedia). (b) Small serration. (c) Large serration. The nominal wing is in dotted line.
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Figure 8. Lift vs. flapping frequency for the wings with trailing edge serration.
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Figure 9. Mechanical power Pm vs. lift L for the wings with trailing edge serration.

Weight Budget

Over the time, the COLIBRI project has experienced several modifications, leading
to a total weight between 22 gr and 24 gr depending on the configuration. The current
design includes several improvements such as a new state-of-the-art avionics (on-going).
The attitude control mechanism involves 3 rotary actuators HK-5320 weighing 1.77 gr each
(roll-pitch-yaw) [5]. However, to reduce their weight and improve their time response, the
integrated electronics has been removed and the PWM control is managed directly by the
main control board, reducing the weight to 1.26 gr each. Overall, the weight distribution
excluding the battery is given in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Weight breakdown excluding the battery. The motors M1 and M2 refer to Table 3.

Component Weight [gr]

Flapping mechanism 7.2
Attitude control servos 3.8

Motor 3.9 (M1) 3.6 (M2)
Avionics (including Bluetooth) 2

Carbon rods 0.5
Lines and connectors 1.2

Total 18.6 (M1) 18.3 (M2)
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4. Battery

All batteries considered in this project are Li-polymer 3.7 V with various capacity and
discharge rates (Table 2). Two options are considered: a single battery and two batteries in
series. In the first case, the voltage of the motor cannot exceed significantly 3 V to exploit
the full capacity of the battery. If two batteries are used in series, the motor voltage can be
increased up to 6 V, but the total weight will be increased and more lift will be needed.

Table 2. Characteristics of the batteries.

N° Reference Capacity Weight Discharge Rate
Max.

Current
[mAh] [gr] [A]

B1 Zippy LiPo 50 1.51 20C 1

B2 Hyperion G5 70 2.26 * 25C–30C 1.75–2.1LiPo (50C burst)

B3 Hyperion G5 100 3.00 ** 25C–30C 2.5–3LiPo (50C burst)

B4 Eastfire LiPo 100 3.01 30C 3
* 2.37gr before removing useless weight. ** 3.11gr before removing useless weight.

Figure 10 shows the discharge curve of two batteries B2 (Table 2) connected in se-
ries, for a discharge rate of 1.2 A (data from manufacturer). The voltage drop can be
approximated fairly well by Shepherd model [11].

e = E0 − Ri + A exp(−Bit/Q)− κ(
Q

Q − it
)i, (1)

where e is the battery voltage (V), E0 is the battery constant (initial) voltage, R is the internal
resistance (Ω), i is the battery current (A), A is the amplitude of the exponential zone at the
beginning of the discharge curve (V), B is the constant controlling the initial exponential
zone, Q is the capacity of the battery (mAh), it is the battery discharge at time t, κ is the
polarization resistance (Ω). The best fit is obtained for E0 = 7.63 V, R = 0.37 Ω, κ = 0.092 Ω,
Q = 53 mAh = 191 A·s, A = 0.54 V, B = 17. This model allows prediction of the voltage
drop for various current i.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
0

2

4

6

8

10

Time [s]

Voltage [V]

Measurement

Current = 1.2 AI

Figure 10. Discharge curve of two batteries B2 in series for a discharge rate of 1.2 A (data from
manufacturer). The dashed line is the best fit Shepherd model.

5. DC Motor

For a given robot in hovering (lift L, gear ratio G, given wings), the flapping frequency
f necessary to generate the lift L depends only on the flapping wings aerodynamics and
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does not depend on the motor. The same applies to the [cycle-averaged] mechanical power
Pm = τ · ωm, where τ is the motor torque and ωm is the motor speed (in rad/s), related to
the flapping frequency f by the gear ratio, ωm = G · 2π f . The motor torque is related to
the motor current I by τ = kI where k is the motor constant (neglecting the no-load current,
see Appendix A). From this formula,

I =
τ

k
=

Pm

ωm

1
k

, (2)

the power dissipated in heat can be expressed

Ph = RI2 =
R
k2 · 1

G2 · ( Pm

2π f
)2. (3)

The first term, R/k2, can be regarded as a figure of merit of the motor; the second term
1/G2 depends on the gear ratio; a larger gear ratio will reduce the heat production. One
can further observe that since the mechanical power to achieve the same lift with slightly
different wings is nearly the same (Figure 6), it follows that smaller wings will flap faster,
which will reduce the heat production. However, we will see that the gear ratio and the
wing size also affect the voltage requirements and therefore the selection of the battery.

The set of (light and low-cost) motors considered in this study is listed in Table 3.
Although lighter, the motor M4 can be eliminated because it has a significantly higher
value of R/k2. In what follows, we will focus on M1 and M2. M1 has a low R a low k while
M2 has higher R and k.

Table 3. Characteristics of the motors considered in this study.

N° Producer Weight [gr] R [Ω] k[10−4 V·s] R/k2 [×108]

M1 Chaoli 3.87 0.63 6.75 0.0138
M2 Micron Wings 3.59 1.2 8.44 0.0143
M3 Songyang 3.56 0.76 7.09 0.0151
M4 Micron Wings 2.88 0.87 5.90 0.025

Three different gearboxes have been built and tested in the course of this project,
all with two stages, made of low-cost toy components, with a gear ratio of respectively
G = 23.1, G = 28.9 and G = 39.

6. Design of the Lift-Production System

The lift-production system consists of the flapping wing, the gearbox, the DC motor
and the battery. This study considers 4 different wings (Figure 4), 4 different batteries
(Table 2) that can be used either alone or two in series, 4 different motors (Table 3) and
3 different gearboxes. We now examine how these subsystems can be arranged to maximize
the flight time, i.e., to satisfy the voltage and current constraints on the battery and minimize
the heat generated Ph by the motor. We proceed as follows:

• Once a configuration wing-gearbox-motor-battery (W-G-M-B) has been selected, one
can evaluate the lift L necessary for hovering (the weight of the robot). Then, from
Figure 5, one can evaluate the flapping frequency f for the given wing size;

• From Figure 6, one can evaluate the mechanical power Pm necessary to generate the
lift L and overcome the friction in the mechanism. Since Pm depends very little of the
wing size, the same curve is used for all cases; it is approximated by Pm = a · Lb (with
a = 0.043 and b = 1.39 in this case);

• Knowing the flapping frequency f and the mechanical power Pm, one can use the
formula relating Pm to the motor torque τ and speed ωm:

Pm = τ · ωm = kI · 2π f · G (4)
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to calculate the current I (the no-load current i f is neglected for simplicity, but it can
be included in the procedure without difficulty);

• The voltage can be calculated by the formula

e = kωm + RI = k · 2π f · G + RI, (5)

where k and R refer to the selected motor and G to the selected gearbox;
• Calculate the heat power Ph = RI2;
• The values of (e, I) are compared to the maximum allowed for the selected battery: e

should remain below the discharge curve for the discharge rate i which includes I,
and the consumption of the attitude control servos and the main board (estimated in
this project to 0.32 A if a single battery is used, or 0.25 A for two batteries in series).

Table 4 considers the case of a single battery (B3 in Table 2) and a motor with low k
and R (M1 in Table 3) for various wing sizes (81 mm and 88 mm in Figure 4) and gear ratio
(28.9 and 23.1). A large value of the voltage e will not allow to exploit the full discharge
curve of the battery; larger wings (88 mm) or a smaller gear ratio (G = 23.1) reduce the
voltage e, but at the expense of a significant increase of the heat power Ph.

Table 4. Single battery B3 and Motor M1: Influence of the wing size and the gearbox. Flapping
frequency f , mechanical power Pm, current I, voltage e, heat power Ph and total electric power Pe.
The lift is L = 21.6 gr in all cases.

Wing-
Gearbox f [Hz] Pm [W] I [A] e [V] Ph [W] Pe [W]

W81-G28.9 18.96 2.84 1.22 3.10 0.94 3.78
W81-G23.1 18.96 2.84 1.53 2.82 1.47 4.31
W88-G28.9 17.75 2.84 1.31 3.00 1.08 3.93
W88-G23.1 17.75 2.84 1.63 2.77 1.67 4.51

Table 5 considers the case of two batteries in series (B2 in Table 2) and motor M2 with
larger k and R. It compares the nominal wings (81mm) with smaller ones (71mm) and the
nominal gear ratio (G = 28.9) with a larger one (G = 39). Both options reduce the heat
power Ph. Surprisingly, despite the extra weight (22.8 gr instead of 21.6 gr), the solution
with two batteries B2, when combined with shorter wings of 71mm and a gear ratio of
G = 39, leads to the smallest value of the heat power Ph. For the nominal wing (W81) with
the gearbox G39, the motor efficiency is η = Pm/Pe = 3.23/4.03 = 0.8; this value may be
compared with the value of η = 0.675 reported in [5] for the same wings and the same
gearbox, but with a string transmission.

Table 5. Two batteries B2 in series and Motor M2: Influence of the wing size and the gearbox.
Flapping frequency f , mechanical power Pm, current I, voltage e, heat power Ph and total electric
power Pe. The lift is L = 22.8 gr in all cases.

Wing-
Gearbox f [Hz] Pm [W] I [A] e [V] Ph [W] Pe [W]

W81-G28.9 19.4 3.23 1.09 4.28 1.42 4.66
W81-G39 19.4 3.23 0.82 4.99 0.80 4.03

W71-G28.9 21.8 3.23 0.97 4.5 1.13 4.36
W71-G39 21.8 3.23 0.73 5.39 0.62 3.86

7. Flight Time

The flight time can be estimated by combining the data of the previous section with
Shepherd’s model of the battery with the proper discharge rate. We illustrate the procedure
with the two cases of Table 5 leading to the lowest values of the heat power Ph (Table 6).
The discharge current of the battery, i, is the sum of the motor current I and the current
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needed by the control board and the attitude control servos, estimated to 0.25 A in this case.
Consider the discharge curve v(t) corresponding to i = I + 0.25 A; the robot will be able
to operate provided that the voltage available v(t) is larger than the voltage e requested.
Let T0 be the time when the discharge curve v(t) crosses the constant value e (Figure 11);
beyond this point, the flight is impossible. Before T0, the duty factor µ of the PWM of the
DC motor will be set to µ = e/v. Since the duty factor represents the fraction of time when
the full available voltage is applied, the total flight time may be estimated by

0
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

10

8

6

4

2

Tim s]e [

Voltag V]e [

W81-G3 urrent = 1.07 A9 C i

Data from supplier Current i = 1.2A

W71-G3 urrent = 0.98 A9 C i

T
0
=170s T

0
=185s

5.39V

4.99V

Figure 11. L = 22.8 gr. Discharge curve of two batteries B2 in series for a discharge rate of 1.07 A
(T0 = 170 s) and 0.98 A (T0 = 185 s).

T =
∫ T0

0

v
e

dt. (6)

The flight time T is reported in the last column of Table 6.
To evaluate the benefit of reducing the weight of the robot, Table 7 and Figure 12

illustrate the case when the lift is reduced to L = 20 gr.

0 50 100 150 200 250

W81-G3 urrent = 0.97 A9 C i

Data from supplier Current = .i 1 2A

W71-G3 urrent = 0.89 A9 C i

T
0
=190s T

0
=206s

Tim s]e [

Voltag V]e [

0

10

8

6

4

2

5.04V

4.66V

Figure 12. L = 20 gr. Discharge curve of two batteries B2 in series for a discharge rate of 0.97 A
(T0 = 190 s) and 0.89 A (T0 = 206 s).
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Table 6. Two batteries B2 in series and Motor M2. Lift: L = 22.8 gr. I is the motor current and i is the
battery discharge current. T is the estimated flight time.

Wing-
Gearbox Ph [W] I [A] e [V] i [A] T0 [s] T [s]

W81-G39 0.80 0.82 4.99 1.07 170 237
W71-G39 0.62 0.73 5.39 0.98 185 241

Table 7. Two batteries B2 in series and Motor M2. Lift: L = 20 gr. I is the motor current and i is the
battery discharge current. T is the estimated flight time.

Wing-
Gearbox Ph [W] I [A] e [V] i [A] T0 [s] T [s]

W81-G39 0.62 0.72 4.66 0.97 190 285
W71-G39 0.49 0.64 5.04 0.89 206 288

In the foregoing models, the operating voltage e of the motor was estimated using the
motor constants R and k at room temperature. However, these values tend to deteriorate
as the operating temperature increases (k decreases and R increases—see Appendix A).
If a sufficient margin exists between the voltage v available at the battery and the motor
voltage e, the duty factor of the PWM of the motor will be adapted by the flight controller to
keep the lift constant. The margin between v and e will also be useful to generate a vertical
acceleration. To illustrate this, consider the voltage versus lift curve of the configuration
W81-G39-M2-B2 in Figure 13. A voltage of e = 5 V generates a lift of 20 gr while e = 6 V
produces a lift of 28 gr. It follows that if a voltage of 6 V is applied to the motor of a hovering
robot of 20 gr, an additional acceleration of 8 × g/20 = 0.4g = 4 m/s2 will be generated.

Please note that additional constraints may be associated with the maximum voltage
allowed for the motor (6 V for motor M2), or the maximum current available at the battery.

Current [A]

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
0
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0.4
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Volta [ ]ge V

Lif gr]t [

Current
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W81-G28.9- -M1 B3

W81-G39- 2- 2M B

Lif gr]t [

Figure 13. Voltage vs. Lift (left) and Current vs. Lift (right) for two flight configurations (with a
single battery B3 and two batteries B2 in series). The shaded areas correspond to the voltage limits.

Endurance Test

To confirm the predictions of the foregoing model, endurance tests have been con-
ducted using the experimental set-up schematized in Figure 14. The flapping mechanism
is attached to a load cell measuring the lift force L. A load cell with a capacity of 1 kg is
used in order to track the strong force variations during the flapping cycle; it is connected
to a Wheatstone bridge; a weight of 20 gr is used for calibration. The signal is amplified
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and fed into an ADC (dSPACE) at 10 kHz and transferred to Matlab; the signal is low-pass
filtered (second order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz) to provide the
average lift L which is compared with the requested lift L0 (22.8 gr in this case) and the
duty factor µ of the PWM of the DC motor is adjusted as the battery discharges thanks to
an Arduino Due board and a Darlington transistor TIP120.

PWM

Controller
Lift L

L 0

Dut ay f ctor µ

v e
D otorC M

Loa elld c

Flapping
mechanism

Battery

Figure 14. Experimental set-up for the endurance test.

Figure 15 shows a discharge experiment of the system W81-G39-M2-B2. The motor M2
used in this experiment has the following characteristics at room temperature: R = 1.2 Ω,
k = 8.9 × 10−4 V·s. The no-load current of the complete mechanism is estimated to
i f = 0.04 A. The duty factor µ of the PWM is adjusted visually to keep the lift to L0 = 22.8 gr.
For this experiment, e = 5.7 V and I = 0.8 A.

The upper part of Figure 15 shows the time history of the lift force and the lower part
shows the time history of the duty factor µ of the PWM. One sees that µ is increasing over
time, to compensate for the voltage drop at the battery output and the changes in the motor
constants during the test. When µ reaches 100%, the lift force can no longer be maintained
to the requested value L0 and it drops rapidly. In this experiment, the lift L = 22.8 gr was
kept for 287 s, nearly 5 min. The fact that this value is larger than the predicted 237 s (first
line in Table 6) may look surprising, but the current used in the experiment is only 0.8 A
(it does not include the current needed to run the control board and the attitude control
servos). Performing the discharge simulation with this value of the current leads to an
estimated flight time of T = 289 s (!). To be honest, one must say that the experimental
value may vary significantly from one motor to another of the same type. Also, the contact
temperature measured on the motor housing has been found to vary from one experiment
to another; for the experiment reported in Figure 15, the end temperature was only 32.6 °C.
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Figure 15. Endurance experiment. Top: Time history of the lift force. Bottom: Time history of the
duty factor µ of the PWM. The lift drops suddenly when µ reaches 100%.
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8. Power-to-Lift Ratio

Returning to the power-to-lift ratio which was briefly addressed earlier in the pa-
per, Figure 16 shows the power-to-lift ratio P/L as a function of the lift L for the two
configurations considered above. The mechanical power Pm is dominated by the power
needed to overcome the aerodynamic forces. The electrical power Pe depends on the whole
system. For comparison purposes, the figure also includes the value corresponding to the
KUBeetle-S project of Konkuk University (estimated from Figure 5 of [8]).
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Figure 16. Power-to-lift ratio vs. Lift. Pm is the mechanical power and Pe is the electrical power. The
value of the KUBeetle-S project is given for comparison.

9. Conclusions

This paper has analyzed the lift-production system of the COLIBRI robot. A new
gear transmission has been designed and tested to replace the former string transmission
of the flapping wing mechanism. The gear transmission has been found more efficient
and easier to assemble. The mechanical power needed to overcome the friction in the
mechanism has been substantially reduced. The overall mechanical power is dominated
by its aerodynamic contribution. A sensitivity analysis has been performed of wings of
similar shapes but different sizes; all the wings investigated exhibit a similar efficiency
(same mechanical power to achieve a given lift). Trailing edge serrations have been tested,
but they do not seem to provide an improved aerodynamic efficiency.

Two battery configurations have been analyzed: a single battery of 3.7 V with a higher
current capability and two batteries in series offering 2 × 3.7 V with a lower current.
Various combinations have been compared, with different motor characteristics (k and
R), different gearbox ratio G and different wing size. The ratio R/k2 can be regarded as a
figure of merit when comparing DC motors of similar sizes.

The flight time has been estimated using Shepherd’s discharge model. Despite a larger
mass, the best performances have been obtained with the configuration involving two
batteries in series, a motor with larger values of k and R (motor M2), and a large value of
the gear ratio G = 39. The numerical prediction of the flight time have been confirmed by
experiments. The overheating of the motor observed previously has been eliminated and a
flight time of nearly 5 min was observed.
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Appendix A. Motor Equations

A DC motor is governed by the following equations:

e = kωm + RI, (A1)

τm = k(I − i f ), (A2)

where e is the input voltage, I is the current, k is the motor constant (in V· s or Nm/A) and
R is the internal resistance. τm is the output torque and i f is the no-load current necessary
to compensate the motor internal friction. The total electrical power is

Pe = e · I. (A3)

The heat power is

Ph = RI2, (A4)

and the mechanical power

Pm = Pe − Ph, (A5)

or alternatively

Pm = τm · ωm =
kωm

R
(e − kωm)− ki f ωm, (A6)

Pm includes the mechanical power of the flapping wings and the internal friction. Both R
and k depend on the operating temperature as illustrated in Figure A1 for motor M2. R
increases with temperature while k reduces, in such a way that the performance of motor
tends to deteriorate.
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Figure A1. Evolution of the internal resistance R (left) and the motor constant k with the motor M2
housing temperature.
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